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Character of Antonio in “ Bless me Ultima” Antonio in “ Bless me Ultima” is a 

boy who is somewhat different from others his age, because he is much 

more serious and possesses a higher level of wisdom compared to his peers. 

He is only six years old as the novel begins, but he already displays the 

beginnings of moral curiosity and a knowledge of the serious aspects of life. 

For example, when he first meets Ultima, a folk healer and midwife, he calls 

her by name rather than as “ Le Grande” as the others did. Ultima insists 

that the boy does not mean any disrespect, and thereby indicates that he is 

older and wiser than his eyes, sharing a special bond with the wise Ultima. 

Another example that illustrates Antonio’s wisdom and seriousness ness is 

his early understanding of the conflicts between his father’s and mother’s 

respective goals for him. This demonstrates his acute sensitivity, because he

is aware that he is trapped between two different worlds and cultures. While 

his father wants him to be a vaqero and follow in his own footsteps by riding 

a llano, his mother is from a farming community and she wants her son to 

become a priest, insisting that he display model behavior when Ultima 

arrives because of his destiny to become a priest. 

The bond between Antonio and Ultima derives from the folk healer’s 

understanding of the boy’s inherent wisdom and moral aptitude, despite his 

uncertainty about his own destiny. In fact, it is this very duality in his 

heritage which is the foundation for Antonio’s understanding of the duality of

contrasts that exists in the world. His father’s and mother’s people are 

different, Ultima tells him – the Lunas are constantly orbiting the moon while 

the Marez associate with the restless, ever changing ocean. This is the basis 

for Antonio to understand the duality of God – the father who is stern and not

always forgiving vis a vis the virgin who is loving and always forgiving. 
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Antonio is brought face to face with death at an early age, when he 

witnesses the death of Lupito, one of the village residents. This is the 

catalyst that sparks Antonio’s moral side and plunges him into a deep and 

intense crisis of faith, where he becomes unsure of the validity and strength 

of his Catholic faith. However, throughout the novel, it is Ultima and her calm

wisdom that help the boy to weather his internal crisis and growth. Slowly he

learns how to trust and make his own moral choices, he learns how to rely 

upon himself and his own decisions in determining his own future. He learns 

to draw solace from nature and to rely upon the lessons it teaches him. 

When the novel ends, the choice has not yet been made and there is no 

indication whether Antonio will choose to be a priest like his mother wants 

him to be or a vaqero like his father wants him to be. But as he leaves, 

Ultima remarks that he is fated to be a man of learning. This provides an 

indication that the richness of his experience will be very helpful to Antonio 

for it is his wisdom that helps him to learn from life and to grow into a 

stronger, better person, shaped by the disappointments and difficulties of 

life. 
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